
Nitrogen Fixation Rate by Bolide Impacts in Martian Atmospheres Containing CO₂, N₂, and H₂: Implications to the Observed Nitrogen at Gale Crater [2169]

Here we present the efficiency of different martian atmospheres to fix nitrogen at the time the Gale sediments formed.
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Revised ⁴⁰Ar/¹⁴N for the Martian Atmosphere Based on SAM Calibration Gas Cell Results [1449]

Based on two in situ experiments with the onboard calibration cell, the SAM estimate of ⁴⁰Ar/¹⁴N for the martian atmosphere has been revised to 0.38 +/- 0.02.
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Mars Phoenix Scout Thermal Evolved Gas Analyzer (TEGA) Database: Thermal Database Development and Analysis [2201]

This process for obtaining useful thermal TEGA data from the PDS are described along with interpretation of unreported TEGA data of Phoenix landing site soils.
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The Sample Analysis at Mars (SAM) Wet Chemistry Experiment [2369]

The SAM wet chemistry experiment uses onboard derivatization reagents to provide a new capability in the search for martian organics.


Searching for Carbon on Mars with MSL/ChemCam [1216]

We present a laboratory calibration of Carbon with LIBS and investigate potential signatures in the MSL/ChemCam dataset.
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Dust Modelling on Martian Rock Surfaces Studied by the Mars Science Laboratory Alpha Particle X-Ray Spectrometer [1678]

We modelled dust properties on rocks studied by MSL’s APXS to improve understanding of the dust composition and back out bulk rock composition of dusty targets.
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Analysis of Rock Surface and Lighting Conditions on Dust Coverage Estimates on APXS Rock Targets in Gale Crater [1670]

An examination of various rock surface and lighting conditions and the influence they have on dust coverage analysis done on APXS rock targets in Gale Crater.
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Determining Dust Coverages on Rocks from MAHLI Images: Methodology and APXS Comparison [1662]

An analysis of APXS rock targets in Gale Crater to determine dust coverage estimates using various methodology. Dust coverages determined using MAHLI images.
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What ChemCam’s First Shots Tell Us About Martian Dust? [1397]

The chemical composition of the martian fine dust component can be analyzed with the ChemCam instrument and compared to other measurements.
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*Automatically Identifying Rock Coatings in Laboratory LIBS Data Using Machine Learning Algorithms* [#1479]  
LIBS data so big / How to spot rock coatings? / Use machine learning.
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*Suitability of Molecular Emission in Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy for the Quantification of Chlorine Under Martian Conditions* [#1823]  
Molecular bands in LIBS spectra of 81 chlorine-bearing samples under martian conditions are analyzed. The suitability for chlorine quantification is discussed.
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*Detection of Copper by the ChemCam Instrument Along the Traverse of the Curiosity Rover, Gale Crater, Mars* [#2894]  
We examine ChemCam’s ability to detect Cu and present its abundance along the rover’s traverse since landing and until sol 1555 (December 20, 2016).
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*Copper Enrichments at Kimberley, Gale Crater, Mars* [#2097]  
This presents a copper LIBS calibration with ChemCam. The abundances provide a geological context to understand possible origins of Cu enrichments at Kimberley.
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*Recent Manganese Observations from the ChemCam Instrument in Gale Crater, Mars: Implications for Redox Environment* [#2668]  
Manganese oxides / In the Murray and Stimson / With ChemCam in Gale.
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*Review of Trace and Minor Elements Analyzed by ChemCam: Detection and Quantification Using Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy* [#1963]  
This abstract presents a review of minor and trace elements detected by LIBS and how the ChemCam team is quantifying them to assess their amount in Gale Crater.
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*Egg Rock Encounter: Analysis of an Iron-Nickel Meteorite Found in Gale Crater by Curiosity* [#2258]  
Analysis of the first centimeter-sized iron-nickel meteorite found at the surface of Mars reveals limited alteration and differential erosion of schreibersite.
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*Classification of Igneous Rocks Analyzed by ChemCam at Gale Crater, Mars* [#1941]  
Chemistry, mineralogy, texture, and petrology of the 59 igneous rocks analyzed by ChemCam (MSL), and comparison with the MER igneous rocks and Mars meteorites.

**POSTER LOCATION #553**  
*Sulfur Chemical Analysis and Interpretation with ChemCam on the Curiosity Rover* [#2439]  
A new SO₃ calibration model for the LIBS technique used by the ChemCam instrument enables improved quantitative analysis of SO₃.
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*Bulk Hydrogen Content of High-Silica Rocks in Gale Crater with the Active Dynamic Albedo of Neutrons Experiment* [#2875]  
We report the bulk hydrogen content of silicon-enriched materials along the rover traverse and introduce a new model to determine the depth of alteration.
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Refined Water Equivalent Hydrogen Estimates Using Passive Data from the MSL Dynamic Albedo of Neutrons Experiment: Sols 0–753 [#1455]  
We present refined DAN passive WEH estimates from Gale Crater floor units investigated during Curiosity’s traverse to Mt. Sharp.
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Simulated MSL/DAN Neutron Die-Away Curves and Thresholds of Discrimination [#2561]  
Neutron counts with DAN / How much water was on Mars? / Let’s simulate it.